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I. INTRODUCTION 

Thv arca of a typical Fermilab booster bunch is roughly con- 
stant befox transition but increases abruptly afterward’ (Fig.1). 
Tht, mollut ain-range plots of Fib. T 2 rweal quadrupole bunch os- 
cil:ations after transition. This increase in bunch area may not 
1)~ a rrslllt of microxyarr gron.th hut is due to the mismatch of 
thv RF buckrt ir:rroduced by space-charge effects. The space- 
charge, forcr increasch the energy of particles at the front of a 
bunch and decreases ir at the rear. Thus. below transition. the 
hunch i, longer than if <pace-charge were absent and is shorter 
above transition (Fig. 3). After transition the bunch length will 
iave to be shortened in order to fit thr bucket. But, in doing 
so. it will generally overshoot (hecome too short,) and therefore 
oscillate about the equilibrium length (Fig. 4). 

II. EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
Assunw that, the RF voltage Ikr; is linearized, the RF phase 

~0 l,or 77 a) are held constact over a time period including 
point of transition. and the frequency-flip parameter per unit 
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Figure 1: 1,ongitndinal booster bunch area. 
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particle energy q;‘E varies as a linear function of time. The 
normalized bunch half lengt,h Q(x) of a purabolic bunch and its 
canonical momentum P(z) evolve as functions of the normalized 
time T according to’ 

tiO 
.rP. (1) dx 

dP 
-sg~t (r r,)[.r- .rz)(.r r3)iO 

0.7723rj” I 
dx 

o’ - 8-i, (2: 

Thr, real tinlv is .r multiI~lir~ti 11~ thr c%aractrri-tic time 

T [ ( 2i;;:,,z ‘1 i &;:t: :,, ‘I] : . ,* (31 

wllchrct i:,j rr,, ( : i, the fsrlf rg:( of 1 jllx 1~rc~:f~ll ;I1 Tt'ki a’A. tilt’ 
ar:glll;lr r+~vijllitioii frc,::lic-:ii,\, of i ;,;!rtic,.f’ ;jrS>il~i.l tilt riii!; ir;i\ 
t,:]illg Jvirh tI;ca \rr.l(,citJ of’ ligl.: ,I li t!~k, Rl: I~:~T:IIIIILJC. -,! 
?I ‘[ff 5111 ,(,“-‘.< .1; 1?;L(;. i,:jcj .y((’ *ll<s I>;ir;ic,:t I-~:~r,.it!- 2.’ lri~li~i- 
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where r --- (e\k~a~~?: cos’ po/4~hEn sin ~po)‘/~. 
The +otal rate of energy increase can be written as 

Ii = 
evRfw ras po 

----yn -~ (1 + qse) L&f?. (5) 

In above, aside from the RF, q,, = ~o(&/~~)3 represents the 

spacci-charge contribution. where &I = /3<~,, l& is R at transition 
wif.hozl~ space charge, and for ,V!h particles per bunch, 

90 7 -; (\;j’ (&)3j’f$F) (r~,~~~;poL,)‘, (6) 

with rF = 1.5347 x 10~‘~ cm, the classical proton radius and 

YO ~~ ?ln(b fl) f 1 the familiar space-charge geometric factor. 

This space-charge parameter q0 is the only parameter in the 
equations of motion (1) and (Z), which are therefore universal 

for all machines. 
A distortion parameter D, defined as the square root of the 

ratio of the maximum to minimum bunch lengths, is introduced 
to measure the elongation of the bunch or the distortion from 
thr equilibrium hunch shape. In each plot below, the D quoted 

is the value, at I ~~ 15 and Do the value without space charge. 

III. COMPARISON WITH MEASUREMENTS 
Thf, RF phasr was flipped right at transition, 0.2 ms and 

0.4 m’: afttsr transition respectively in thtt three measurements. 
The corr<,sponding theoretical predictions are shown in Figs. 4. 
5. 6. Earh succesaivc t,race rcprcscnts a lapse of 10 turns. Tot,al 

nitmbt~r of partirlc%r is S 1.30 * 10’“. RF volt,agc Ir,~- 763 

k\., RF pIlaw i. 53.6’) RF harmonir h 84, bunch area 

.s 0.025 <Xl-bf’(.. -;f 5.373, anti rrvolutifm frequency d, 

3.972 L 10” HT. Thus. ?t 406.5 set l and T ~ 0.216 *II?. 

Tht~ spaccx-cllargts parameter is ,lo 0.2183 y, - 1 assuming 

that y,, - 4.5, ‘Iht? true, half bunch length 6 is rclatcd to the 

norrr?kil;/f~~l ll;llf Ir,ngtli 0 by ii 0.2073 9. 

Ta?>lt, 1 cf,rnparf+ lhft rrlourliaitl-range plot with theoMica! 

prdi’.!ioIt~ wllrn thfa lransitir,Il take\ ])liiCe at 7, = *z T3 ~~ 0. 

111 g$i):!r>r;:‘. the? agrc’f’ment of cxperiIncn1 with tlieory is quilt, 
gootl althollgh the c~xperirtlc~ntal oscillation periods are consi\- 
tet,t 1~ 8’ ; biggc,r and the r~spc~rimc~ntal half bunch lengt,hs arc’ 

srtmlL<>r. Tllc, tliscrc’panry is due, to the linearization of thp RF 

forc,(b i11 Lq> (1) iil:,i 12). In fart. tilt, c~longa:c~ti bunch fiili 1tp 
a very I;:rpia part of tlic acrc>lc:ratin, cr burk<‘t This also c~xplwin~< 

\Vlly fi!:inic~nt ation wa.s obsrrvrd just a couplr of synchrotron oh- 
rillations (-- 2.7 Ins) after transition. Wr Ikote that the pasitionb 
of tlit t~strt~rna ary not serisiti’i.c to r/c at all. 

\V~IC~I~ the RF phase is flipped at ~1 T 12 - ~3 = 0.2 ‘0.216 

0.925, tht- f’X;I~~‘riIlleIlliil trart’i ihow an apIjarc‘r:t split in ;l:<% 
I,uiirli just zftv trarhition Thi- i5 not sho\vn in the numerica! 
soilltiorl of Fig. 5. Tl~i:. may IIC c111r, to modification of the I!T 
I)otcntial 1,:; other efferts (for ~x~III~~~~~. wall imprdance) othc: 

Exuerimerltal Theoretical I 
trare 
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'I‘abl~~ 1, Hunch lengths comparison for first performance. 

1 1st max. j 60 0.60 1 

1st min. 72 i 0.79 1 
0.62 / ;A; / U; 1 1.40 

2nd max. 84 
2nd min. 95 

i ~:~~ / 0.72 I ::;l i fIrI: / 1.59 , 

3rd max. 106 ’ 1.34 / 0.72 
) 3rd min. / 115 

I I 
1.48 

5.59 , 1.21 1.64 ~ 

It*. .LE! 1.63 0.72. ~ t::: j ::t j -1.85 1 

Table 2: Bunch lengths comparison for third performance. 

than space charge or microwave growth discussed in the next 
section. Since the origin of the split is not, clear, no comparison 
with theory has been attempted. 

For the third mountain range, the RF phase is flipped at z1 = 
Q = z3 = 0.4/0.216 : 1.85. The experimental results exhibit 
no first minimum which agree with the theoretical predictions 
in Table 2. Again the positions of maxima and minima are 

consistently bigger for the experimental results and this is due to 
a tight bucket which gives a lower average oscillation rate. The 
predicted maximum half lengths are too big. Of course. this is 
due mostly to the linearization of the RF force. However. the) 
are very sensitive to the time at whirh t,he RF phase is switched. 
An earlier switch will lower these maxima by very much. Since 
the agreement between t~xp~rimental measurements and theory, 
at least for the first and third performances: we may conclude 
that the growth in bunrll arc;) across transition is due mos:l>- 
to spare-chargr effects whit.]: lt,ad to bunch tumbling inside the 
burket and rvc>tltual filamf,rl~ at ir)ri 

IV. MICROWAVE INSTABILITY 

Aborts transi1ion. spat-c-cliargf forcr iuf,\‘itably drives m- 
crowave instal)ility. Ho~rcy~ cr. \vitll the assumption of a Itr,earl’zr~l 
RF, thr l)unc31 area i. con~f~~-t~i and thweii~rr rilil,ro~vilvf,g;o~~-!: 

ha% I:OI GCYT~ inclutii>tl. lisually :I.:> Worst grov~rl~ \vJl appcan; 

only during the first few units of tl,r c.haractcri>lic. titI:e T. Fig- 
ures 7, 8, 5 show the energy half sl)reads when the RF phase> 
are suitrIled at z ~ 0.0,0.93 ant1 1.85 (or ! ~ 0.0.0.20.0.4!) 
1115) rripectirely. Both Fig?. 7 and 9 diipla:,. during thr first 
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few units of T. energy spreads which are much bigger than that 

when there is no space charge. As a result, the oscillations after 
transition do lower the growth of the microwave amplitudes and 
therefore the bunch area, although we do not know how to relate 
the two growths. When the RF phase is switched at zz = 0.93 
(or f ~ 0.20 ms), we do not see the big energy-spread peak just 

after transition (Fig. 8). As a result, the microwave growth is 
expected to be bigger. This may explain why the experimental 

data shows a split bunch (Fig. 2). 

V. CURES OF BUNCH TUMBLING 

Here. we discuss three methods to cure bunch tumbling. 
SorFnssen’ suggested switching the RF phase back and forth 
three times. The idea is: after switching the phase from (00 

to 7r pa at x1 : 0, the bunch tries to adjust itself to fit the 

configuration of shorter bunch length (Fig. 4). At some time 
2: before the overshoot, the phase is switched from K = (00 to 
~0. The bunch is then at an unstable fixed point and it will 
try to lengthen. Then, the phase is switched back to r - ~0 at 
53 so chosen that the bunch lengthening between this interval 
will cancel the overshoot thus damping out the oscillations and 

eventual filamentation. 
\%‘ith v. = 1, we find a set of time ~2 = 0.688 and z3 = 1.289 

that will cancel the overshoot. The distortion factor is reduced 
from the original D = 1.72 to D = 1.03 (Fig. 10). 

However, this method has not been successful on the CERN 
PS. The reasons may be: 

(1) The best moment to damp the oscillations is to cancel 

the first overshoot in order to avoid filamentation. However, 
this will eliminate the first broad peak of the energy spread also 
(Fig. 11) and lead to a bigger microwave growth. 

(2) The timir:gs .rz and z3 depend critically on the size of 

thcx space-charge force. Since 70 depends on the bunch intensity 
which varies in each injection and the timings z,, z2 and z3 have 
to he accurate up to - ~11~s. it is nearly impossible to maintain 

a correct set of switching times. 
A f(,ed-back device can be used to damp out the quadrupole 

motion of the bunch. However, filamentation begins just after 
about four oscillations or - 1.5ms. This implies that the damp- 

ing must, be done within this short. period which poses some 
technical difficulty. 

The third method is y( jump. As a bunch is approaching 
transition from below, if the transition gamma qt is suddenly 
changed to a new value below the instantaneous 7 of the bunch, 
the bunch will not see transition at all. This method is nice 
because the bunch is never very near to transition, so microwave 
growth can br avoided to a very large extent. Secondly, away 
from transition, the equilibrium bunch length is not so much 
different from that if space charge is absent as shown in Fig. 3. 
Therefore, oscillations after the transition jump will generally 

br rather small. Last of all. ?, can actually be changed rather 
easily by pulsing some quadrupole magnets in a special way. 

For the case 5 = 406.5 set-’ near transition and T = 0.216ms, 

a transit,ion jump of 10 units in z corresponds to 7t changing by 
roughly 0.9. We can solve the equations of in Section II by 
letting I? = 0: z1 negative, z3 positive but z3 - z1 = 10. As 
soon as the integration reaches I = I~, we set x = ~3. 

As is shown in Fig. 3, the equilibrium bunch length is bigger 
than the bunch length without space charge below transition 
but smaller than the bunch length above transition. In order 
that the equilibrium bunch lengths before and after transition 
will match so as to reduce eventual oscillations as much as pos- 

Fig. 10 ’ O(X) 
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sible, it is beneficial to have 1~11 < 1x31 or to have the transition 
jump performed when the energy of the bunch is closer to the 
old transition energy than the neu one. The results of some 
computations are listed in Table 3. It is obvious that the best 
jump should be performed at z2 = -0.4.0 and 53 = 6.0 which 
appear to depend very weakly on the space-charge strength. 
Translating to the actual time units, if we want, to perform 
a transition jump from rt = 5.37 to 4.47, the best time to 
make the jump is when the bunch is 4.0 x 0.216 = 0.86ms be- 
fore the original transition time or when the bunch has a 7 of 
5.37 - 0.86 x 1O-3 x 406.5 = 5.02. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
We have studied the space-charge effects on a bunch across 

transition. Since the RF potential has been linearized, the bunch 
area becomes a constant and no microwave growth has been in- 
cluded. However, the tumbling of the bunch after transition 
agrees very well with the measurements indicating that impe- 
dance of other sources and microwave instability are of minor 
importance here. +yt jump has been investigated in order to cure 
the bunch tumbling. This is the most ideal method to reduce 
tumbling. We find that, in order to achieve the best tumbling 
suppression, the timing of the transition jump should be tuned 
to a point where the energy of the bunch is closer to the old 
transition energy than the new one. 

I Distortion D I 

1.11 ! 1.08 1.14 
1.07 1.05 1.10 
1.03 1.02 1.05 
1.05 1.07 1.02 

<3- 7.0 ~ 1.09 : 1.12 1.06 

Table 3: Distortions for a transition jump of Ayl - 0.9. 
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